When three pigeons are in two pigeonholes, at least two of them should be in the same pigeonhole, which is called pigeonhole principle. Recently Aharonov el al have shown that the principle can be violated in a pre-postselected quantum system. This violation sheds light on a new aspect of quantum correlations, as both of the pre and postselected states are separable states. To prove this kind of quantum correlations, a measurement apparatus must be arranged in entanglement to perform a joint measurement on the quantum system. In this paper we discuss how to design the state of entangled meters to achieve such a measurement. We also propose an experimental setup composed of linear optics for direct observation of violation of pigeonhole principle.
I. INTRODUCTION -QUANTUM VIOLATION OF PIGEONHOLE PRINCIPLE
In quantum mechanics a counter-intuitive phenomenon often appears. For instance, when we consider a twoqubit system, they can show a quantum correlation which cannot be achieved by a classical correlation. One of the famous examples is violation of Bell inequality, which has clarified the concept of entanglement, namely nonseparability of a quantum state [1, 2] . However, an entangled state is not always needed to reveal such a quantum correlations, especially, in the case when a certain pair of initial and final states of a quantum system is chosen (i.e. pre-postselection) [3] . Actually Aharonov el al have recently shown violation of pigeonhole principle (VPP) in which a new aspect of quantum correlations is uncovered in pre and postselected state, both of which are interestingly separable states [4] ; Our goal in this paper is to propose a practical experiment for observation of VPP.
Pigeonhole principle says that when three pigeons are in two pigeonholes, at least two of them are expected to be found in the same pigeonhole. Although this statement seems to be trivial, it can be violated when a pigeon is allowed to take a pre-postselected quantum state.
In the context of optics, we would like to review the story. Consider three photons numbered as I, II, and III, which can go through two paths |0 and |1 respectively. Since a photon passes |0 or |1 , we will infer from pigeonhole principle that at least two of the three photons take the same path. To be more accurate, at least one of the observables,Π same XY = |00 XY 00| + |11 XY 11|, is expected to turn the value of 1, where XY = {I II, II III, III I}.
Then we consider the case that each photon takes a superposition on the path state as shown in Fig.1 ; We suppose that Mach-Zehnder interferometer is prepared for each photon. The difference of the path lengths in the interferometer is adjusted so that an incident photon evolves to (|0 + |1 )/ √ 2 and is finally postselected in (|0 + i|1 )/ √ 2, when it appears at the port of the de-
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. 50/50BS represents a beam splitter with transmissivity/reflectivity of 50%. A photon can take two paths, |0 and |1 . By adjusting the path lengths, we can perform a pre-postselection on the path state.
tector. As a result, the initial state and the final state of three photons are given by |i = (|0 + |1 ) 3 / √ 2 3 and |f = (|0 + i|1 ) 3 / √ 2 3 respectively. Note that both of them are separable states.
In this setup, we would like to ask whether a pair of photons are in the same path. When we perform such a (strong) measurement between the pre-postselection, the probability to find a pair of photons in the same path is given by Aharonov-Bergmann-Lebowitz formula [5] as follows,
for any pairs of photons XY, whereΠ
. That is to say, any two photons (pigeons) are not in the same path (pigeonhole), which is violation of pigeonhole principle (VPP) [4] .
The most important thing in this discussion is that we must not ask the probability for each photon like |0 X 0|; not even determine which same path a pair of photons takes (i.e. |00 XY 00| or |11 XY 11|).
Although the result of Eq.(1) is always obtained for any pair of photons, they cannot be verified simultaneously for all theΠ same XY . The zero probability in Eq. (1) comes from that the numerator is zero, in other words, the state after the measurement,Π same XY |i , is orthogonal to the postselection, |f . Then, from the viewpoint of experiment, Eq.(1) represents the zero success probability of the postselection. If we measure, for example, the pair of II and III after the measurement of I and II, the state changes toΠ same IIIIIΠ same III |i , which is not orthogonal to the postselection, |f . As a result, VPP is not satisfied due to the disturbance by the two measurements.
However, by using weak measurement [6, 7] , all the measurements onΠ same XY corresponding to Eq.(1) can be simultaneously performed. Weak measurement achieves measurement of an observable,Â, without disturbance on a system, whose result is called weak value defined by
for a preselection |i and a postslection |f . In our case the weak value ofΠ same XY is given as follows,
for any XY, which accords with Eq.(1). Since weak measurement does not disturb the system, the weak values for all the XY can be simultaneously obtained.
When the value of strong projective measurement is 0 (1), the weak value is also 0 (1); the converse is also correct, when the measurement results in two outcome as in Eq.(1), namelyΠ same XY orΠ diff XY [8] . On the above discussion, the use of weak measurement is based on such an association between weak values and the results of strong measurement, even if the values seem to be mutually conflicted. Actually weak measurement has provided an interesting approach to the issues in foundation of quantum mechanics [9] - [17] , especially observation of a quantum paradox so far [8] [18]- [27] , while there is a case in which the verification of an anomalous feature of a prepostselected system like the above does not always rely on weak measurement [28, 29] . It also has been a beneficial measurement tool in application [30] - [37] . Moreover weak value itself has been found to be useful for description of a quantum phenomenon [38] - [44] .
Recently weak measurement has been experimentally performed in the pre-postselection addressed in VPP [17] . The relevant pre-postselection made the contextuality confined, which was verified as an appearance of a negative weak value. For such a purpose, they experimentally constructed joint weak values like Eq.(3) from single weak values through the use of separability in both of the pre and postselected states: The joint weak value |00 XY 00| w , for example, can be calculated by the product of the single weak values, |0 X 0| w |0 Y 0| w .
However the product rule is not satisfied generally, and a joint weak value is obtained via joint weak measurement, which cannot be achieved by single weak measurements. Note that the sum rule of joint weak values is always satisfied. While their experiment was enough to determine all the joint weak values in VPP and to achieve their purpose, direct observation of VPP should be owing to direct observation of joint weak values. As pointed out in the seminal paper [4] , to prove the quantum correlation in VPP, a measurement apparatus should be designed so that it can detect the quantum correlation directly, which is achieved by entanglement in the measurement. In fact joint weak measurement has been performed by entangled meters [21] .
In this paper we discuss joint weak measurement to observe VPP directly. Although it is clarified how to perform joint weak measurement in n-qubits system in the next section, all the joint weak values are not needed to confirm VPP, namely Eq.(3). Aiming at only the weak values we want, we arrange joint weak measurement for observation of VPP. This makes it possible to construct a feasible optics for the observation in section III. Section IV is devoted to our conclusion.
II. WEAK MEASUREMENTS ON QUBITS
First, to make this paper self-contained, we review how to perform weak measurement on 1-qubit system [30] , and how an entanglement plays an important role in joint weak measurement on 2-qubits system [21] . After that we develop the joint weak measurement for direct observation of VPP.
A. 1-qubit
As shown in Fig.2 (a) , we prepare a qubit called 'meter', as a measurement apparatus for the qubit to be measured, which we call 'signal.' We assume that the signal and meter qubits are described by |i s = a 0 |0 I + a 1 |1 I and |ξ m = δ|0 1 + ε|1 1 respectively, where a 0 , a 1 ∈ C, and δ, ε ∈ R satisfying 0 ≤ ε ≤ δ ≤ 1; The normalization is δ 2 + ε 2 = 1. Hereafter a signal (meter) qubit is numbered with Roman (Arabic) numerals. After passing a CNOT gate, these qubits evolve as follows,
In the case of the optics in Fig.1 , the polarization of a photon can be used as a meter qubit. The horizontal (vertical) polarization, H (V ), is assigned for the meter bit, |0 1 (|1 1 ), and the CNOT operation is achieved by placing a half wave plate (HWP) which changes the polarization as H ↔ V as shown in Fig.2 (b) : The polarization (bit) is flipped, when a photon is in |1 I
The correlation strength between the signal and the meter depends on δ and ε; the correlation strength, equivalently the measurement strength can be defined by G = δ 2 − ε 2 . When G = 1 (δ = 1, ε = 0), Eq.(4) results in a 0 |0 I |0 1 + a 1 |1 I |1 1 . Such a strong correlation makes it possible to determine whether the signal is |0 I or |1 I with certainty by observing whether the meter is |0 1 or |1 1 . On the other hand, the signal and the meter (b)An optical setup to achieve weak measurement on 1-qubit signal. While the path state of a photon corresponds to a signal qubit, the polarization plays a role of a meter qubit. The half wave plate (HWP) is set so that the polarization of passing photons is changed as H ↔ V to achieve a CNOT operation.
are completely separable when G = 0 (δ = ε): the meter has no information about the signal, and the signal is never disturbed by the measurement on the meter, which corresponds to weak measurement. Let us consider the case when the signal is |0 I or |1 I , i.e. (a 0 = 1, a 1 = 0) or (a 0 = 0, a 1 = 1). In 0 ≤ G ≤ 1, the probability when the bit of the meter, say |k 1 , is the same bit of the signal, namely |k I is given by P m (k) = δ 2 , which is always larger than the probability when the bit of the meter and the signal is different (i.e. |k 1 and |k I ),
We introduce the normalized readout as follows,
Then we always find R(k) = 1 (R(k) = 0), when the signal and the meter take the same (different) bit. Actually when the signal takes a general state a 0 |0 I + a 1 |1 I , the normalized readout shows R(k) = |a k | 2 , i.e. R(k) = |k I k| . Now let us suppose that the signal is postselected in a final state, |f s . In this case we can easily find that the normalized read out in weak measurement shows the weak value of |k I k| as follows,
where P m (k|f ) represents the probability of detecting the meter as |k 1 under the condition of the successful postselection on the signal, |f s .
B. 2-qubits
The strategy of measurement on 1-qubit can be easily developed for 2-qubits [21] as shown in Fig.3 (a) . A meter qubit is prepared for each signal qubit, and they pass a CNOT gate. The measurement strength is controlled by changing the meter state, which is given by an entangled state as follows,
with 0 ≤ ε ≤ δ ≤ 1 and the normalization, δ 2 + 3ε 2 = 1. According to the CNOT gates, the signal and the meter are correlated as follows,
The measurement strength is also given by G = δ 2 − ε 2 : When G = 1, the signal qubits |kl III are strongly correlated with the meter qubits |kl 12 to be in |kl III |kl 12 .
On the other hand, as G → 0, the signal and meter gradually approximate to be separable. Actually, with the postselection, |f s , on the signal, the normalized readout, R(kl|f ), shows a weak value as follows,
where P m (kl|f ) is the probability of detecting the meter as |kl 12 under the condition of the successful postselection on the signal. Thus all the four joint weak values of 2-qubit, |kl III kl|, can be measured, from which we can also estimate |00 III 00| w + |11 III 11| w corresponding to Π same XY w in VPP. However, if we want to measure just Π same XY , namely |00 III 00|+|11 III 11| without determining all the joint weak values, it can be achieved by changing the state of the meter qubits but with the same setting in Fig.3 (a) ; At the cost of determination of all the joint weak values, we will be able to more accurately measure joint weak values we want, if we assume that the same amount of samples are given. For such a purpose, the meter is given as follows,
where 0 ≤ ε ≤ δ ≤ 1 and δ 2 + ε 2 = 1. Then the CNOT gates make the state of the signal and the meter correlated as follows, (11) where0 = 1 and1 = 0. As a result, the correlation between |kl III + |kl III and |kl 12 + |kl 12 is controlled by the measurement strength G = δ 2 − ε 2 . The normalized readout shows a joint weak value as follows,
with the successful postselection on the signal, |f s . In VPP, if we prepare the meter in Eq. (10) for eacĥ Π same XY , we can experimentally verify all the joint weak values in Eq. (3): Eq. (3) is a joint weak value of 2-qubits, and can be verified with the 2-qubits meters only even in the 3-qubits signal. However, this strategy is not efficient and redundant as we will see, since we need three 2-qubits meters. Moreover we cannot take this strategy, if we suppose to use a polarization of a photon as a meter qubit as in Fig.1 (b) . In this case we can prepare only one meter qubit for each signal qubit. Then we must consider joint weak measurement on 3-qubits signal with 3-qubits meter to verify all theΠ same XY simultaneously in the next section.
C. 3-qubits
For joint weak measurement on 3-qubits signal, we also prepare 3-qubits meter and each pair of a signal qubit and a meter qubit goes through a CNOT gate as shown in Fig.3(b) . The state of the meter qubits resembles the one for 2-qubits in Eq.(7) as follows, |ξ m = δ|000 123 +ε(1 − |000 123 000|) klm |klm 123 , (13) where 0 ≤ ε ≤ δ ≤ 1, and the normalization is δ 2 + 7ε 2 = 1. The summation of klm takes all the combinations of the bits.
Generally, to measure a joint weak value of n-qubits signal, we prepare the n-qubits meter in |kl.. 12.. , (14) with the normalization, δ 2 +(2 n −1)ε 2 = 1. A CNOT operation is also performed for each signal and meter qubits pair. What we need is the probability distribution of detecting the meter qubits as |kl... m , namely P m (kl...|f ) under the condition of the postselection, |f s , on the signal. With the measurement strength G = δ 2 − ε 2 , the normalized readout shows a joint weak value as follows,
As mentioned in previous subsection, however, it is unnecessary to determine all joint weak values of 3-qubits signal for observation of VPP. If the joint weak values of 3-qubits, |klm IIIIII klm| w + |klm IIIIII klm | w , are given, all the joint weak values in 2-qubits corresponding to Eq.(3) can be determined: For example, Π same III w = |00 III 00| w + |11 III 11| w = ( |000 IIIIII 000| w + |111 IIIIII 111| w ) + ( |001 IIIIII 001| w + |110 IIIIII 110| w ). Actually, as in Eq. (10), such a joint weak measurement can be achieved by using the meter qubits as follows,
where 0 ≤ ε ≤ δ ≤ 1, and the normalization satisfies δ 2 + 3ε 2 = 1. Then the normalized readout presents the joint weak value as follows,
As the number of weak values to be measured is reduced, the counting data on the meter qubits can be made good use for joint weak values we want more accurately. In addition, from the viewpoint of practical experiment, the meter qubits in Eq.(16) can be prepared easily as shown in the next section.
III. LINEAR OPTICS FOR OBSERVING VIOLATION OF QUANTUM PIGEONHOLE PRINCIPLE
The meter in Eq.(16) can be rewritten as follows,
with δ = √ 3α and ε = (α + 2β)/ √ 3, where the suffixes in the summation take xyz = {123, 231, 312}. It is easily noticed that, the term to be summed in Eq. (18) can be decomposed to the meters we have discussed in the previous section: While the meter qubits, xy, are just the same as the 2-qubits meter in Eq.(10), the meter qubit, z, corresponds to no measurement in 1-qubit case (Eq.(4) with δ = ε i.e. G = 0). At any rate, the meter qubits in Eq. (18) is the superposition of such 1-qubit and 2-qubits meters as xyz = {123, 231, 312}. The measurement strength is also given by G = δ 2 −ε 2 = 4(α−β)(2α+β)/3, and G ∼ 0 corresponds to α ∼ β.
In the case of optics, the polarization of a photon plays a role of meter qubit, and a HWP performs the CNOT operation as shown in Fig.2 (b) . Then what we need is entangled polarizations of three photons corresponding to Eq.(18) as follows,
This entangled state can be prepared by superposing one entangled photon pair and one photon. Actually, in Fig.4 , an entangled photon pair, cosθ|HH AB + sinθ|V V AB , is incident to the port A and B, and a photon in (|H C + |V C )/ √ 2 enters the port C. α and β are related to θ as α = (cosθ + sinθ)/(2 √ 1 + 2cos 2 θ) and β = (cosθ − sinθ)/(2 √ 1 + 2cos 2 θ). By straightforward calculation, we can easily find the output photons are given by Eq.(19) as long as one photon appears at each port (1, 2, and 3), the probability of which is given by (1 + 2cos 2 θ)/72. Note that, after the meter preparation, each photon is incident to each Mach-Zehnder interferometer in Fig.2 (b) for observation of VPP. Then a coincidence count of three photons assures the polarization was prepared as in Eq. (19) . Estimating the probability distributions of the polarizations of the detected three photons, we can determine the normalized readout in Eq. (17) and, finally, obtain the weak value of Eq.(3) for VPP. For example,Π same III is given as follows, The polarizations of the photons going to the port A, B are entangled as cosθ|HH AB +sinθ|V V AB , while the photon for the port C is given by (|H C + |V C )/ √ 2. The angle of the optical axis of the HWP is set at 22.5 degrees: For example, a horizontally polarized photon is changed as |H → (|H + |V ) √ 2 after passing the HWP. The BS (T=1/3) represents a beam splitter with the transmission probability of 1/3 for passing photons. If we take only the events that one photon appears at the port 1,2 and 3 simultaneously, the polarization of the photons is given by Eq. (19) .
IV. CONCLUSION
Weak value have shed light on a description of quantum nature in a different manner. For example, weak values represent a quantum paradox very well, while the values finally circumvent the paradox. Considering a higher dimensional system where joint weak values make the scene, we will encounter a stranger situation. There a new aspect of quantum correlation appears, one of which is violation of pigeonhole principle, that is, a strange cor- relation between three separable pigeons. For direct verification of these quantum feature, we need to build up an experimental technique of joint weak measurement.
We have discussed joint weak measurement in qubits system by using entangled meters and a local operation (CNOT gate) between a signal qubit and a meter qubit. Moreover the meter was arranged to be specialized in observation of violation of pigeonhole principle, and a feasible optics was also proposed. We hope our scheme of joint weak measurement contributes to the development of foundation of quantum mechanics via direct observation of joint weak values, especially to prove the distinctive feature of quantum correlations.
